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GROUNDWATER BALANCE IN THE ORIPÄÄ ESKER
Oleg Zaitsoff
ZAITSOFF, 0. 1984. Groundwater balanee in the Oripää esker. Publications
of the Water Research lnstitute, National Board of Waters, Finland, No. 59.
The water balance of an esker drainage area of about 7 km2 has been
studied. The interdependence of the terms in the balance equation was
determined by measurements including lysimeter studies. Evaporation was
also determined with two methods based on meteorological parameters. The
dependence of the annual runoff sum on the water storage at the beginning
of the year was studied with probability statistics.
mdcx words: Groundwater balance, lysimeter.
1. INTRODUCTION
The area of this groundwater study on the Oripää
esker is situated about 50 km north of Turku in
the community of Oripää and the village of Myi
lykylä, where the divides between the rivers Aura
joki, Eurajoki and Loimijoki meet. The area of
study consists of the Myllylähde pond, covering
three hectares, and its drainage area of about
7 km2. From 1966 onwards a rain gange station
has been in operation in the area and the dis
charge from the pond has been observed with a
measuring weir of the Thompson model. A total
of 45 groundwater tubes has been installed at
various times. In the beginning of the nineteen
seventies, meteorological huts were set up and
two Iysimeters were constructed, The studies in
te Oripää area aim at the determination of the
terms of the water balance equation in a typical
esker terrain. The results may find immediate
application in water supply planning.
2. AREA OF THE STUDY
2.1 Topography and geology
The Myllylähde study area is that part of the
esker at Oripää which feeds the Myllylampi pond
(Fig. 1). The area is elongated, stretching from
the southeast to the northwest, and encloses the
pond at the south, west and north. The northern
tip of the area narrows as the esker forms a ridge,
whereas the southern part forms a kind of piain.
The piain reaches an elevation of 100 to 105 m
above sea level, the narrow ridge towards the
northwest rises to about 95 m and the pond lies
at just over 80 m.
Most of the area (74 per cent) is covered by
forest, predominantly pine, with a mean stand
of 106 m3 ha1 covering 60 to 65 per centof the
sky. Tillediand occupies 6 p•er cent, gravel pits 6
per cent, an airfield 4 per cent and habitation,
industry, roads and the pond the remaining 10
per cent of the area.
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The depth of the overburden varies between
0 and 60 m, the deepest part filling the fauit
depression at the Myllylähde pond and thence
northward. The overburden is mostly typical
esker material with good permeability, often
weIl-sorted gravel and sand containing large
pebbles and cobbies. The permeability was
determined at eight sites with the Hazen equation,
rendering permeability coefficients from 0.003
m s1 to 0.0001 m s1. At the foot of the
esker, however, there are iayers of fine sand and
clay, locaiiy intruding far into the esker and
forming impermeable barriers.
2.2 The Myllylähde pond
The Myliylähde pond was formed when an area
with natural springs was daxnmed off with a weir
at some time in the nineteenth century to obtain
a miii pond. The mean depth of the pond is
about 1.5 m and the greatest depth 4 m. As the
pond is fed mainly by groundwater springs, the
temperature of the groundwater influences the
water temperature in the pond to a high degree.
The water in the pond is colder in summer and
warmer in winter than in normal lakes. As the
discharge from the springs changes only slowiy,
aiong with the groundwater stage, the change
in pond level is also smail, within 10 cm. Heavy
rain will, of course, temporarily raise the water
ievel one or two centimeters.
The discharge from the pond remained on
most days ciose to the mean for the period,
65.3 1 s1, but short-time deviations as weii as
deviating periods of one year or more have been
observed. The iargest one-day mean discharge
(with the weir intact) was 107 1 s and the
smaiiest 42 1 sl.
2.3 The groundwater table
As from December 1966 the groundwater stages
have been observed in 26 observation pipes.
During the subsequent six years 18 more pipes
were added, making a totai of 44. Their distance
from the pond varies from 100 m to 4km (Fig. 1).
The pipes have a diameter of two inches and
the iower end has ramming tip and a sieve
perforation 2 m in iength. The pipes are from 8
to24 m iong and in them water-tabie stands
between 1.5 and 18.0 m beiow the ground surface,
with a mean depth distance of 5.38 m. The
groundwater stages mostly vary by 30 to 50 cm;
in a few cases, primariiy at the periphery of the
esker, even by more than 1 m. The variations
were in phase in aimost ali the pipes. A few pipes
proved in ali probability to be outside the studied
catchment area and were ieft out of consideration
in the further study.
2.4 The lysimeter field
Oniy the soii moisture above the criticai depth
contributes to the evaporation, so whatever
water infiitrates beiow this depth adds to the
subsurface storage. The criticai depth in the
ciimate beit in question is 120 to 150 cm (Suin
Bektsurin 1965). Two lysimeters were mounted
beiow the criticai depth, one in 1972 and the
other in 1974. They consist of a cylindricai
infiitration vessel of sheet metal with a funnel
shaped bottom connected by a pipe to the
registration instrument (Fig. 2). The infiitration
vesseis have a cross section of 2 m2 and a height
of 1.9 m and were filied with, from the bottom
upwards, some smaii pebbies, very coarse sand
(3 to 8 mm), sand 1.5 to 3 mm and sand 0.6 to
1.5 mm amounting to 200 kg, and thereupon
with soii taken from the pit (homogeneous and
rather fine sand), weii packed. The pits were then
covered by the surface layer removed when
digging was started, leaving the growth of heather
and mosses as iittie disturbed as possibie. The
iysimeter site was typicai for the major part of
the area.
The registration instruments consisted of
vesseis with a cross section one tenth of that of
the infiitration vesseis, with standard limnigraphs
registering the changes in water level. Although
the iysimeters were oniy 12 m apart, the measured
amounts of infiitrated water differ appreciabiy
Fig. 2. The constniction of the lysimeters at Oripää.
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Table 1. The infiitration measured in the lysimeters 1 and 2, with their means (mm).
Year
month 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Total
1972
lys. 1. 39.4 47.5
1973
lys. 1. 12.5 4.4 5.1 75.2 44.0 70.1 170.9 44.7 29.6 42.4 35.0 10.4 544.3
1974
lys. 1. 5.9 4.6 8.4 139.3 48.6 13.0 49.1 57.2 51.5 78.5 69.6 72.9 598.6
1975
lys. 1. 48.2 19.6 5.4 36.7 38.9 25.2 9.0 4.7 51.3 16.9 8.2 16.7 280.8
lys. 2. 48.5 24.9 7.6 39.2 57.1 35.7 14.3 7.8 60.3 24.9 9.6 19.2 349.1
mean 48.4 22.3 6.5 38.0 48.0 30.5 11.7 6.3 55.8 20.9 8.9 18.0 315.3
1976
lys. 1. 9.3 2.8 1.9 60.2 62.9 38.7 27.9 25.7 31.3 10.7 15.6 34.5 321.5
lys. 2. 9.7 2.9 0.5 9.3 75.6 41.7 35.5 28.9 33.6 12.6 20.0 39.4 309.5
mean 9.5 2.8 1.2 34.8 69.3 40.2 31.7 27.3 32.5 11.7 17.8 37.0 315.8
1977
lys. 1. 9.4 2.9 1.8 102.5 119.5 9.9 66.9 28.1 30.6 47.2 61.6 14.8 495.2
lys. 2. 9.8 3.4 1.7 145.2 132.0 11.4 73.7 31.8 25.3 47.5 54.9 14.9 551.6
mean 9.6 3.2 1.8 123.9 125.8 10.7 70.3 30.0 27.9 47.4 58.3 14.8 523.7
1978
lys. 1. 6.6 2.9 2.2 70.3 58.5 23.8 47.8 29.5 56.9 21.0 47.3 17.8 384.0
lys. 2. 6.1 3.1 1.4 86.5 72.8 16.4 46.0 23.7 60.2 19.5 34.6 20.5 390.8
rnean 6.3 3.0 1.8 78.4 65.7 20.1 46.6 26.6 58.6 20.3 41.0 19.1 387.5
1979
lys. 1. 3.2 0.9 0.3 32.6 92.4 9.6 117.4 67.9 54.2 24.2 51.5 43.6 497.8
lys. 2. 4.4 0.8 0.3 34.7 103.5 10.7 106.6 56.7 50.7 24.4 54.0 40.1 486.9
mean 3.8 0.9 0.3 33.7 98.0 10.2 112.0 62.3 52.5 24.3 52.8 41.8 492.6
(Table 1). The difference in measured annual
infiitration S2—S1 is sometimes positive, some
times negative and on average for the first five
years 6.3 %. As the difference is ascribed to varia
bility in the terrain, the mean of the registrations
of the Iysimeters has been used.
3. THE CATCHMENT AREA
3.1 Information from water temperature
soundings on the routing of the water
Surface runoff in the catchment is ali but non
existant because of the type of soil surface.
Surface iayer runoff, consisting of water which
has infiltrated but not attained the groundwater
surface, is aiso-insignificant (see-chapter 6). Thus,
the water entering the pond is for practicai con
siderations purely groundwater. In order to ob
tain some information on how the catchment
area is distributed around the Myllylähde pond,
the temperature distribution in the pond was
measured in February 1968. The temperature
was measured to an accuracy of 0.1 °C along
220 verticals, at depth intervals of 0.5 or 1 m
according to the water depth or the change in
temperature. The water temperature was close
to 0 °C just below the ice but rose to about
+4 °C close to the bottom and even in some cases
to +6 °C. In the groundwater pipes, the water
temperature varied at the same time between
+4 and +6 °C. The+5.0°Cand+5.5 0C bottom
water isotherms have been entered into the
bathymetric map (Fig. 3) and their location leads
to the assumption that the part of the catchment
north of the pond is much larger than the part to
the south. Furthermore, the ice on the southern
part of the pond was 30 to 60 cm thick at the
time of the temperature soundings but on the
northern part much thinner-, w-ith a few narrow
streaks of open water. Temperature soundings in
summer, when the groundwater stays cold, led
to the same conclusion.
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Fig. 3. Bathymetric map of the Myllylähde pond with
5 Feb. 1968 entered.
F
= pEi(HH)(MM)
(2)
Not ali of the entities in this equation may
be exactly measured in the Oripää catchment.
‘ Nevertheiess, one may choose such periods for
which approximate values may be obtained or
some terms are sufficiently small to be neglected.
When considering the discharge from the area,
it should be noted that a brook flows from the
Punkka pond in the northern part of the esker.
This brook carries from 6 to 10 1 s1, which is
about 10 per cent of the discharge from the
Myilylähde pond. Other brooks or fiowing ditches
have not been found at the base of the esker, but
one may assume that some water seeps away
underground. A total correction of 15 per cent
A
A
A
A -
MV L LV L ÄHDE
Area 3.lSIha
A
0
A
the bottomwater isotherms of + 5.0 °C and + 5.5 °C for
where
Q3.2 Determination of the catchment area
by the water balance method
The water balance equation can be written;
P—E— = p(H2—1)-1- (M2—M)
P = the precipitation sum
E = the evaporation sum
Q = the discharge sum
F = the area of the catchment
= the effective porosity of the soil
= the change in groundwater stage
the change in soi! humidity
Ali of these parameters, taken for a given
period, may be solved for the area F:
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added to the discharge from the Myllylähde pond
is assumed to be appropriate.
The total evaporation cannot be determined;
neither is the precipitation free of systematic
errors. Therefore the expression P—E is replaced
by S—ET, the lysimeter infiitration corrected with
the transpiration through the deep-rooted tree
stand.
Equation (2) is now transformed into (3)
F-
1.15Q
- S—ET—JI(H2Hl) — (M2—M1)
In the Baikal area the woodland transpiration
is 83 to 233 mm a1 and 74 to 94 per cent of
this transpiration is due to the timber stand
(Beideman and Pautova 1969). In the Valdai area
the transpiration in a pine stand has been reported
to be 100 to 300 mm a1 (A. Moltshanov) and
in western Europe 213 mm a1 (Elkers), 51 to
205 mm a’ (Vaker) and 74 mm a1 (Neil), as
cited by Beideman and Pautova (1969). The
average annual transpiration in a spruce area at
the southern border of the woodland region
of European Russia was found to be 73 to 163
mm a1 over an 18-year period (Marunitsh and
Fedorov 1979). These authors also stated that
transpiration in pine woods is some ten per cent
less than in spruce woods. It has been assumed
(Lehtonen 1952) that the transpiration from pine
woods in Finland is about 60 to 65 mm on aver
age from May to August, but transpiration in
pine woods has not been measured in Finland.
In the present calculation ET is roughly estimated
at 90 mm a1.
The first period to be studied was 1975.01.01—
1979.12.31, because infiitration was measured
with both lysimeters during this period and the
infiitration was thus rather well known. The soil
moisture content must have been almost the
same, close to the field capacity, on the first
and last days of the period as a consequence
of the autumn rains. Thus M2—M1 0. When
entering the estimated and measured values we
obtain
1.5QF
S—ET--I1(H2Hl) =
12 180102mm3
= 7.38 km22035 mm—5.9Omm+0.3.22Oinm
Next, an attempt was made to check this resuit
(3) by studying the winter seasons, when transpiration
is very low. Periods from the beginning of Sep
tember to the end of April were ehosen, and it
was assumed that ET = 0 and M2—M1 = 0. The
resuit is shown in Table 2.
In Table 2 the variation in calculated values
of F is so large that it must be concluded that the
assumption M2—M1 = 0 is erroneous. Therefore
the values of M2—M1 was calculated under the
assumption that the mean of the obtained values,
F = 6.9 km2, is correct. It should be noted, how
ever, that small relative errors in the other terms
will have a large effect on the term M2—M1.
3.3 Determination of the catchment area
by means of pipe observations and
geological considerations
When the groundwater stages in a sufficient
number of pipes are converted to absolute
elevation and entered into a map, the topography
of the groundwater surface is obtained and
contour lines may be drawn. This was done for
times with maximal and minimal stages and for
the average situation (Fig. 4). Comparing the
topographic contour lines and the groundwater
contour lines and assuming that the permeability
of the ground is the same everywhere, one arrives
at the direction of groundwater flow and the
limits of the catchment area. The area thus ob
tained is much too small, between 4 and 5 km2,
Table 2. Calculation of the catchment area, assuming that in autumn and winter ET = 0 and M2—M1 = 0, and the
values (last colurnn) which M2—M1wilI have if F = 6.9 km2
Period 1.15 Q S L(H2—1) F M2—M1
103m mm mm km2 mm
1974.09.01—1975.05.01 2 091 388 +72 6.62 +13
1975.09.01—1976.05.01 1 624 152 —60 7.66 —23
1976.09.01—1977.05.01 - 1 374 238 + 3 5.85 +35
1977.09.01—1978.05.01 1 624 238
— 3 6.74 ± 6
1978.09.01—1979.05.01 1 521 178 —21 7.64 —21
60
Fig. 4. Topography of the groundwater surface in the Myllylähde area on 31
July 1975.
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and too large a part of it is situated south of
the pond. The assumption that the ground is
homogeneous is not valid; firstly, heavy clay
layers enclose the esker material on the east and
northeast (Wilkman 1898) and secondly, the
bedrock rises to an elevation exceeding 60 m at
the location of the 85 m topographic contour
line. Boggy soil at this site indicates that the
clay barrier extends to this elevation. This was
confirmed in 1971 by geological probing at 21
points. Along the side siope of the esker west
and northwest of the pond, the clay layers are
not so heavy, but numerous patches of bare
rock indicate a barrier on this side, too. The
groundwater thus has to flow towards the pond
from the narrow northern ridge of the esker. If
one supposes that the groundwater divide in
the ridge is below the 85 m elevation curve,
pianimetry gives a catchment area of 6.97 km2,
close to the area arrived at by the water balance
method.
4. ANNUAL TRANSPIRATION
The transpiration through the root system of the
trees may be obtained from equation (4)
ET = S—R—p(H2H1)
where ET, S and R = Q are the transpiration,
infiltration and runoff sums respectively, u the
effective porosity, taken here to be 0.30 but with
values 0.25 and 0.35 inserted for comparison and
H2—H1 the change in groundwater stage.
Periods one year in length were used, from the
first of April 1973 to the 3lst of March, 1980.
The soil moisture is at its minimum at the end of
March, and M2—M1 was taken to be zero. The
results are shown in Table 3.
The transpiration sum for 1975—1976 proves
the porosity value u = 0.25 to be unrealistic. The
high transpiration values for some years seem to
be connected with high infiltration in spring or
early summer.
5. ANNUAL WATER BALANCE
For the annual water balances only the period
1973 to 1979 could be used, since no lysimeter
measurements were available previously. The
elements of the water balance equation are
presented in Table 4. It is found that the in
fiitration amounted to a greated percentage of
the precipitation than average in the rainy years
1973, 1974, 1977 and 1979. Asimilarobservation
was made by Lemmelä at Hyrylä (Lemmelä 1970).
How infiitration and transpiration depend on the
precipitation can be seen in Fig. 5. In 1974 the
heaviest rains feli in the autumn, for which reason
the transpiration was limited.
The evaporation from the ground surface was
(4) also large in the rainy years 1973 and 1979, but
the relative evaporation was large in 1975 and
1976. In 1975 this must have been due to the
high mean temperature of 6.1 °C. As evaporation
from the ground surface and transpiration vary
in part in an opposite manner, the total evapor
ation varies less from year to year. The annual
Table 3. The annual sums (4.1—3.3 1) of transpiration ET for different values of the effective porosity i, together
with the May infiltration S.
5 R (H2—H1) ET S
Year ji=0.25 =0.30 j.i=0.35 =0.25 z=0.30 ji=0.35
mm mm mm mm mm min mm mm mm
1973—1974 541 365 + 10 + 12 -+- 14 166 164 162 44.0
1974—1975 657 434 ±103 ±123 ±144 120 100 80 48.6
1975—1976 252 378 —142 —171 —200 16 45 73 48.0
1976—1977 317 304 — 25 — 30 — 35 38 43 48 69.3
1977—1978 520 353 ±45 + 54 +63 122 113 104 125.8
1978—1979 381 - 331 — 12 — — 15 — 18 - 63 65 67 65.7
1979—1980 498 361 +27 +33 +39 108 103 97 98.0
Standard deviation (s) 53.1 43.1 36.8
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Transpration. infiitration
Fig. 5. The relationship between precipitation and
transpiration (left) and infiitration (right).
discharge into the pond is independent of the
simultaneous precipitation and depends only on
the groundwater stage. This is well demonstrated
by the 1975 values: precipitation was modest but
discharge and groundwater stage both had their
maximum for the period of study.
The groundwater storage changed on average
by 50 to 60 mm a’, but the change amounted
in 1975 to 120 mm. The change in soil moisture
is the remaining term of the equation and thus
contains ali the measurement and evaluation
errors of the other terms. The uncertainty in the
change in soil moisture is, of course, transmitted
to the change in total storage in the esker, the
sum of the groundwater storage and the soii
moisture.
The annual precipitation has been corrected
by the water equivaient of the snow cover at the
end of each year, as may be seen in Table 4.
When studying the whoie period 1967 to 1979,
it is found that the main terms of the water
balance equation fall into the same pattern. The
annuai discharge depends on the mean ground
water stage and the groundwater storage buffers
the underground flow. The mean values for the
whole period do not differ much from those for
the shorter one. The mean flow is 8 mm less, and
2.5 per cent smaller s. a fraction of the precipi
tation. The mean groundwater stage is 9 mm
lower and 7.5 per cent instead of 9 per cent of
the precipitation.
6. SURFACE LAYER RUNOFF
To calcuiate the surface layer runoff, rainIess
days in summer and cold days in winter were
used as base cases with zero runoff. Discharges
were compared with the groundwater stages for
ten-day periods. The rating curve thus obtained
was taken to represent the pure groundwater
flow and any excess, e.g. surface layer runoff,
either of rain or of meltwater. The average was
about 3 per cent of the annuai balance. The few
negative values, found predominantly in summer,
are ascribed to transpiration through the tree
stand (Fig. 6.).
7. SUMMER EVAPORATION
7.1 Dependence of evaporation on
precipitation
Annual evaporation is shown in Table 4 as the
difference between annual precipitation and
annuai infiitration. In winter the precipitation
is stored on the ground, 50 in monthly baiances
one can apply this method to the summer months
only. As the major part of the evaporation takes
place in summer, this is not a great problem. The
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Fig. 6. The difference between measured and computed
inflow.
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probiem in summer is that the infiltrating water
is held up in the lysimeter body and it is difficult
to correlate the infiltrated water with the separate
falis of rain. Therefore it was attempted to
calculate the evaporation in the Oripää area on
a meteorological basis. The variabies chosen were
the moisture situation at the evaporating surface
and the temperature regime, the wind being of
little importance in this heavily wooded area.
Evaporating from a water surface is pro
portional to the moisture deficit in the air.
Evaporation from a land surface depends in
creasingly on the moisture content of the air
with increasing transpiration of the vegetation
cover and soil moisture. When the soil is dry and
the vegetation cover is only weakly transpiring,
the moisture content of the air is of little im
portance(Budyko 1948). The moisture content of
the soil has a great influence on the evaporation
(Seuna 1977). Soil moisture, in turn, is related
to precipitation.
Seuna has shown that in southern and western
Finland there is normally on average a period of
more than one month each summer when the
daily precipitation is less than 5 mm, and one
period of 19 to 22 days with a daily precipitation
of less than 2 mm. The measurements at Oripää
in the period 1967 to 1979 rendered 33 ten-day
periods with not more than 1.5 mm of rain per
period, or on average almost three such periods
annually. Therefore, precipitation was chosen as
the main variable determining evaporation.
The terrain at Oripää is such that the soil
surface dries up quickly at the beginning of a dry
spell, eliminating the possibility of measurable
evaporation. This assumption was checked by
comparing the approximate evaporation, taken
to be the difference between precipitation and
infiltration, with the precipitation and the air
moisture deficit. In order to minimize the
influence of the lysimeter hold-up error, this was
done for the whole summer period (June to
September) for each of the years in question. It
can be seen from Fig. 7 that the assumption is
justified.
7.2 Determination of total evaporation
Oldekop, as long ago as in 1911, published a
study on the dependence of evaporation on
precipitation. His starting point was that a very
small amount of rain will evaporate (dry up)
quantitatively, without any infiitration or runoff.
A sufficiently large fail of rain will cause evapor
ation of as much water as the air can take up. In
his notation, with the evaporation z and the
precipitation x, the graphical presentation of the
function z = f(x) should render a curve leaving
the origin at 45 ° and asymptotically approaching
a maximum at large values of x (Fig. 8). Such
a function is (5)
z = Zmaxtanh(ZX) (5)
Later Budyko, taking the temperature regime
into account, transformed this equation into
Z =.tanh[!-(1—coshj—+sinhy)J (6)
where R is the radiation balance and L the heat
of evaporation (Fig. 9). This equation fits well
with measured entities. It was used for computing
the evaporation at Oripää, using the radiation
0
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Fig. 8. The Oldekop relationship between evaporation
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Fig. 9. Evaporation z as a function of the precipitation x
and the radiation level R according to Bodyko.
level values for Jokioinen, the closest observation
station. The results, Iisted in Table 5, show how
well the evaporation calculated with the Budyko
equation agrees with the difference between
precipitation and infiitration. The Budyko evapor
ation is somewhat larger in summer, as it includes
the transpiration, but agrees well in September.
In May, melt-water confuses the issue.
7.3 Evaporation from the soil surface
Evaporation from the soil surface, not including
the transpiration of the tree stand, has been
computed by Andrejanov as a fraction of the
precipitation (Andrejanov 1977). For periods
of one month, his equation has the form (7)
k =
P( PEpot) + nEpot (Ep0P)
where
P = daily precipitation
E0t = daily potential evaporation
n = number of days with precipitation
n’ = number of days in n where P Epot
n-n’ = number of days in n where P>.Epot
k = coefficient giving the evaporation from
the soil and the vegetation cover as a
fraction of the precipitation.
This equation takes into account that when
PEpot, precipitation will determjne the evapor
ation, whereas potential evaporation will de
termine the evaporation when P.Epot.
The evaporation was calculated with the
above equation using the values of potential
evaporation obtained at the Jokioinen observation
station. The calculated values were much too
small, because the evaporation from the wet
ground on a rainless day following a rainy day
was not taken into account. The correlation
between the Andrejanov evaporation and the
difference between precipitation and infiitratio n
was stiil significant at the 1 per cent level, the
coefficient of correlation being 0.612 (Mäkinen
1978). It seems the Andrejanov evaporation
values should be multiplied by 1.6 to obtain
Table 6. Differences between the evaporation values, according to Budyko and Andrejanov, and the transpiration
computed with the water balance equation.
Difference E8
— 1.6 EA (mm) ET
Vear Monthly values Sum
5 6 7 8 9 5—9 (mm/a)
1967 25 5 1 21 13 65
1968 13 1 8 17 20 59
1969 7 —16 8 22 16 37
1970 —2 —7 —19 19 —8 —17
1971 5 —3 25 20 2 49
1972 —3 29 5 17 3 51
1973 3 42 64 3 14 126 164
1974 17 9 9 8 23 66 100
1975 17 —2 —3 13 22 47 45
1976 —3 41 29 6 14 87 43
1977 16 28 28 18 —2 88 113
1978 .. . . . . . . . . .
. 65
1979 .. .. .. .. - .. - .. 103
Mean 1967—1977 8.6 11.5 14.1 14.9 10.6 59.8
Mean 1973—1977 10.0 23.6 25.4 9.6 14.2 82.8 93
c
0
0
0
0.
0
w
n
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 cm d1 100
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the real evaporation from the ground and the
vegetation (Mäkinen 1978).
7.4 Comparison of amounts of
transpiration
The transpiration should be the difference be
tween the total evaporation according to Budyko
and the evaporation from the soil surface ac
cording to Andrejanov, EB—1.6 EA. The transpi
ration values so obtained are shown in Table 6,
together with the transpiration values computed
from the water balance, with an effective soil
porosity ii = 0.30 which gave the best fit (r =
0.77). The values u = 0.35 (r= 0.75) and p = 0.25
(r = 0.73) did not fit quite as weIl. The negative
value for 1970 is physically impossible, but
accumulative errors due to the exceptionally dry
early summer may be responsible for this value.
The generally accepted view that transpiration
has its maximum in June is not supported by
these calculations.
One interesting detail is that the transpiration
arrived at in Hyrylä by Lemmelä for the period
30 April to 3 October 1969, 43 mm (Lemmelä
1970), is rather close to our value of 38.5 mm at
Oripää for the period May to September.
8. CHANGES IN SOIL WATER
STORAGE
The change in soil water storage M2—M1 was
aiready discussed in connection with the determi
nation of the catchment area. Monthly changes
were calculated, the values for October to May
with the equation (8)
M—Mi=S—R—I1(HH1) (8)
and those for June to September using the
Budyko evaporation,
M2—M1
= P—R—p(H2—Hl) EB (9)
The resulting storage level of soil water is
shown in Fig. 10 together with the groundwater
1973 1976 1975 1976 1977
Fig. 10. Changes in groundwater and soil water storage in the Oripää catchment.
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storage. The ordinate zero was set at the mmi
mum, which was for both parameters the March
1977 storage.
9. COMPARISON OF AMOUNTS OF
EVAPORATION AND EVALUATION
OF THE ANNUAL AND WINTER
EVAPORATION
When the summer transpiration values, as com
puted from the water balance equation, are
added to the Andrejanov evaporation and to the
precipitation-infiltration difference, respectively,
and the resulting total evaporation is compared
to the Budyko evaporation (Table 7), the agree
ment is reasonably good. The agreement becomes
stiil better when the May-September monthly
values are used, but in the latter case the May
transpiration value in the precipitation-infiltration
method, being erroneous because of the snow
meit, is replaced by the Andrejanov evaporation
(Table 8).
It is possible to compare the Oripää values
with those obtained at Valdai (Fedorov 1969).
At the latter site, the evaporation from spruce
woods for five summer months during the
period 1955 to 1967 varied between 364 and
453 mm, the mean being 416 mm. Of this 44 %
was transpiration, 26 % interception and 30 %
evaporation from the ground and low standing
vegetation. The high transpiration may have
been caused by climatological factors and the
Table 7. Total evaporation, June — September, mm.
1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 Mean
EB 276 200 155 186 188 201
ET 164 100 45 43 113
1.6EA 153 151 125 96 116
1.6EA+ET 317 251 170 139 229 221
1.6 EA+ET 100 115 125 109 76 121 110
EB
P—S 105 142 105 110 126
P—S+ET 269 242 150 153 239 211
P
— S+ET 100 98 121 97 82 127 105
EB
Table 8. Total evaporation, May — September, mm.
1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 Mean
EB 307 226 206 197 229 233
ET 164 100 45 43 113
1.6EA 181 160 159 110 142
1.6EA+ET 345 260 204 153 255 243
1.6 EA+ET
100 112 115 99 78 111 104
EB
P—S(VI—IX) 105 142 105 110 126
1.6 EA (V) 28 9 34 14 26
P—S(VI—IX)±1.6EA(V)+ET 297 251 184 167 265 233
P—S (VI—IX)+1.6 EA (V) +ET
100 97 111 89 85 116 100
EB
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low ground evaporation must have been a resuit
of the higher shading factor in spruce woods, as
is the larger interception. According to Marunitsh
and Fedorov (1979), transpiration in pine woods
is 10 % smaller than in spruce.
The mean annual evaporation at Oripää for
the period 1967 to 1979 is equal to the mean
annual precipitation Iess the mean annual dis
charge, corrected for the change in groundwater
storage, or 296.4 mm. This is 43.6 % of the
annual precipitation. The change in soil water
storage is here neglected, but its influence
should he small enough to justify this over such
a long period.
When the mean annual total evaporation for
the period 1967 to 1977 is computed in this
manner and the Bodyko evaporation for the
five summer months subtracted, the mean total
winter evaporation (October to April) is obtained:
78 m, or 26, 3 % of the mean annual evaporation.
Niinivaara (1953) found a winter percentage of
22 to 26 % for the months November to April.
At Valdai (spruce woods), the October to April
percentage was 18 to 19 (Marunitsh and Fedorov
1979).
Alexejev (Bulavko 1971), it is possible to arrive
at f(x) by combining values of x and y appearing
with the same probability in a large set of meas
urements, even from the same year if it includes
sufficient diversity. If a relationship y=f(x) exists,
the pairs of values will correlate and a normal
curve is obtained. This makes it possible to
determine the deviation A
= YmY for any
moment of time.
Another cause of deviation may be an ab
normal evaporation (Bulavko 1971). Therefore
an evaporation correction was made according
to the Andrejanov equation when the function
y = f(x) was sought for the Oripää catchment.
There was not a sufficient number of lysimeter
observation years available to use lysimeter data
as input.
The annual discharges (Fig. 11) and annual
precipitations (Fig. 12) were entered on prob
ability paper. The precipitation values had been
10. DEPENDENCE OF THE MEAN
DISCHARGE ON THE WATER
STORAGE AT THE BEGINNING
OF THE YEAR
As mentioned above, the discharge of a catch
ment area of the Oripää type depends primarily
on the groundwater storage and only indirectly
on the amount of precipitation. Therefore, when
attempting to find the dependence of the dis
charge y on the precipitation x, y = f(x), one has
a unique solution only in the average situation.
If the preceding weather was rainier than average,
the discharge is larger than f(x). After drier than
average periods the discharge is smaller. When
studying periods of one year, the storage situation
at the beginning of the year determines the
deviation
= YmY = Ym00 (10)
where Ym jS the measured discharge. The deviation
Lsy depends on the storage at the beginning of the
year, the buffering capacity of the aquifer, flow
delay and hysteresis phenomena. According to
dl
0
0
dl
ti 300
0
c
c
Probobitity
Fig. 11. Probability diagram of the annual discharge.
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corrected for evaporation. Combining values of
x and y with the same probability, the curve y =
f(x) of Fig. 13 was obtained.
Now it is possible to study y, the deviation
caused by the storage at the beginning of the
year (Table 9). In order to avoid negative values,
the zero level was set at the minimum found at
the end of March, 1977 (Fig. 10). The storage
was computed from the differences in ground
water stage. The stage readings for 1967 to
1973 were corrected by subtracting 15 cm, to
compensate for the change in threshold. After
this correction the data shouid be hydraulically
comparabie. The porosity was set at z = 0.30
and the soil moisture for the years 1973 to 1978
at 60, 71, 108, 73, 37 and 85 mm respectively.
For the years 1967 to 1972 and 1979 the soil
moisture was given the average value of 72 mm.
The empirical storage obtained in this manner
was compared to the value of y appearing in
Fig. 13. Considering ali the sources of error, the
resulting points (Tabies 9 and 10, Fig. 14) fail
surprisingly close to a straight line, with a coef
ficient of correlation of 0.914.
This new interreiation makes it possible to
compute the total storage when precipitation
and discharge are known, or to give a prognosis
for the discharge resulting from a given precipi
tation when the storage has been measured.
Further, the consequences of construction works
on the terrain may be studied. The present
function y = f(x) will then be repiaced by another
one, the difference between them indicating the
extent of change.
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Table 9. Differences between the measured and computed discharges (mm).
Year P EA P—EA Ym Y
1967 845 192 653 391 424 —33
1968 591 139 452 344 330 +14
1969 565 146 419 302 317 —15
1970 668 191 477 306 339 —33
1971 508 146 362 276 289 —13
1972 661 188 473 291 338 —47
1973 757 180 577 352 376 —24
1974 783 160 623 401 403
— 2
1975 517 158 359 416 287 +129
1976 478 111 367 314 291 +23
1977 696 141 555 340 366 —26
1978 555 148 407 336 312 +24
1979 708 190 518 348 352
— 4
Table 10. Underground storage at the beginning of the year (mm) and the deviation y of the discharge (mm).
Year Groundwater Soi! water Tota!
1967 51 72 123 —33
1968 123 72 195 +14
1969 45 72 117 —15
1970 12 72 84 —33
1971 21 72 93 —13
1972 12 72 84 —47
1973 42 60 102 —24
1974 93 71 164 — 2
1975 183 108 291 +129
1976 63 73 136 +23
1977 18 37 55 —26
1978 84 85 169 +24
1979 66 72 138 — 4
11. SUMMARY
The water balance of a typical esker catchment
area was studied. The areal extent of the catch
ment was determined in different manners and was
found to be close to 7 km2. The water balance
equation was used to determine the annual
transpiration. Lysimeters proved to be of great
advantage, as they facilitated the determination
of evaporation from the measured infiitration.
The water balance was calculated for each of
the years 1973 to 1979. On average, infiitration
amounted to 71 %, evaporation from the ground
surface to 29 %, transpiration to 14 % and dis
charge to 56 % of the precipitation. Annual
infiitration and transpkation made - up a larger
percentage of the precipitation when this had
a high value. The annual discharge depended
more on the groundwater stage than on the
precipitation. Using periods with zero surface
runoff for comparison, the annual surface runoff
was evaluated at 3 % of the annual discharge.
Transpiration made discharges decrease some
what in the summer months.
Evaporation was determined not only as the
difference between precipitation and infiitration
but also by two hydroaerological equations. The
first of these, that of Budyko, with precipitation
and radiation as input data, renders the total
evaporation including transpiration. The second
one, that of Andrejanov, with precipitation and
potential evaporation as input data, gives the
evaporation from the undergrowth only. The
three metliods rendered compatible results. The
mean annual total evaporation for the period
1967 to 1979 amounted to 295 mm and the
winter evaporation to 26 per cent of this.
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The estimated monthly evaporations and the
lysimeter measurements were used to calculate
the changes in soil storage in order to provide a
measure of the total storage. The water balance
equation was then used to study the dependence
of discharge on the underground storage. The
results agreed with the theoretical expectations,
indicating that prognosis of discharge is possible.
LOPPUTIIVISTELMA
Tutkimuksessa pyrittiin määrittämään tutkimus
kohteena olleen, tyypillisessä harjumaastossa si
jaitsevan alueen vesitaseen komponenttien arvot
ja selvittämään niiden väliset vuorovaikutukset.
Tutkimalla alueen valuntaa kokoavan lähteen eri
osien lämpötilaerot hahmoteltiin valuma-alueen
jakauma lähteen ympärillä. Alueen geologian ja
putkissa havaittujen pohjaveden pinnankorkeu
den erojen perusteella sekä suorittamalla vesitase
laskelmia selvitettiin valuma-alueen likimääräinen
pinta-ala (n. 7 km2). Tarkistamalla valikoitujen
aikavälien vesitasetta määritettiin transpiraation
.likimääräiset vuosiarvot. Vesitaselaskennan yh
teydessä todettiin lysimetrihavaintojen hyödylli
syys, sillä seuraamalla suodantaa lysimetrien
avulla voidaan ratkaista pohjavesialueen vesitase
yhtälö ilman haihdunnan suoranaista mittaamis
ta. Laadittiin vuosittaiset vesitaseet jaksolle 1973—
1979 ja laskettiin tasekomponenttien keskiarvot
sekä niiden prosenttiset osuudet sadannasta (mm.
suodanta keskimäärin 71 %, haihdunta maanpin
nasta 29 %, transpiraatio 14 %, valunta 56 %).
Todettiin suodannan ja transpiraation vuosiarvo
jen prosenttisen osuuden sadannasta kasvavan
vuosisadannan kasvaessa. Todettiin myös, että
virtaaman vuosiarvot ovat lähes riippumattomia
saman vuoden sadannasta, mutta selvästi riippu
vaisia pohjaveden pinnankorkeudesta. Käyttäen
hyväksi kesän saateettomia ja talven pakkaskau
sia tutkittiin pintakerrosvalunnan likimääräistä
osuutta, joka näyttää olevan keskimäärin n. 3 %
vuosivalunnasta. Samalla todettiin transpiraation
jonkin verran alentavan kesäkauden virtaamia.
Sadannan ja suodannan erotuksena laskettujen
haihduntojen lisäksi haihduntaa laskettiin myös
kahdella ilmastollisiin parametreihin perustuvalla
maaritysmenetelmalla Toinen niista (Budykon)
perustuu sadannan ja säteilyn vaikutuksiin ja kä
sittää niin haihdunnan maanpinnasta kuin trans
piraationkin. Toinen menetelmä (Andrejanovin)
perustuu sadantaan ja potentiaaliseen haihdun
taan, ja se käsittää ainostaan maan ja aluskasvilli
suuden pinnasta tapahtuvan haihdunnan. Todet
tiin, että vuosien 1973—1977 kesä-syyskuun ko
konaishaihdunnat laskettuna kolmella eri mene
telmällä kuten myös eri menetelmillä lasketut
touko-syyskuun kokonaishaihdunnat ovat suh
teellisen lähellä toisiaan.
Koko tutkittavan jakson 1967—1979 kokonais
haihdunnan vuosikeskiarvoksi saatiin n. 295 mm
ja talvikauden (loka-huhtikuun) haihdunnan
osuus arvioitiin n. 26 % :ksi koko vuoden haih
dunnasta.
Laskettuja kuukausihaihduntoja ja lysimetri
havaintoja hyväksikäyttäen laskettiin jäännöster
minä kuukausittaiset maavesivaraston muutokset,
ja täten saatiin yleiskäsitys harjun kokonaisvesi
varaston muutoksen kulusta.
Käyttämällä hyväksi selvitettyjä vesitasekom
ponenttien arvoja tutkittiin vuoden valuntasum
man riippuvuutta vesivaraston tilasta jakson jo
kaisen vuoden alussa todennäköisyyslaskennan
keinoin. Lopputulosten korrelaatio osoitti, että
vuosivalunnan poikkeama normaaliarvosta korre
loi suhteellisen hyvin vuoden vaihteen varasto-
tilan kanssa, mikä luo edellytyksiä näiden suurei
den arvioimiselle eri olosuhteissa.
LIST OF SYMBOLS
E = evaporation
EA = evaporation according to Andrejanov
EB evaporation according to Budyko
EM = soil surface evaporation
E0t = daily potential evaporation
ET transpiration
F = catchment area
H = groundwater stage
H1 = groundwater stage at the beginning of
the observation period
= groundwater stage at the end of the
observation period
k = coefficient
L = heat of evaporation
M = soil moisture
M1 = soil moisture at the beginning of the
-
observationperiod -
M2 = soil moisture at the end of the
observation period
N43 = zero level in 1943
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n = number of days with precipitation
n’ = number of days in n where PE0t
P = precipitation
Q = diseharge
R = runoff
R = radiation balance
S = infiitration
Sv = May infiltration
x = precipitation
y = computed discharge
Ym = measured discharge
= difference between measured and
computed discharge
z = evaporation
= effective porosity of the soil
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